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the smart ideas lab

NEW IDEAS FOR A NEW WORLD

How would be cool if we could control any events
in the real world in the easiest, simplest and
safety way.

And how it would be even cool if we could share
immediatly this control opportunity with whoever
we want, when we want and for how long we
desire, immediatly and without complications.

From now this opportuntiy exist, Project Studio
has invended and patented for you. His name is

Share Zero Space

For adopt this technology is necessary to buy at least one device
from an authorized delear. Where you want to place the device is
necessary an internet cable connection (also WiFi).

If not, you can also buy a device with 3/4G adapter (in this case
you need an internet phone carrier connection sold separately).

The connection of SZS will be very simple and anyone with a
mimimal technical competence can in few minutes connect and
run the SZS device. Otherwise we offer a complete technical
service before and after sale, can help you in any steps and also
can, with profesional staff do the installation for you, where you
want.

All will be provided with best competence and with clear and
cheaper cost.

Feel free to contact us, without any charge by you, and we let you
to discover all opportunities offered by this revolutionary
techonlogy for improve your life.

We will happy to satisfy any your desire and let you to reach
ubiquity.

More informations are available at:

http://www.sharezerospace.com

Share Zero Space and SZS is a
trademark covered by world wide
patent by Project Studio. All right
reserved.

Project Studio challenge innovations and discover new solutions
in the technology fields. His team is owner of many patents in
different fields, such as; Internet of things, logistic, info mobility
and component for environmental applications.

All is possible by the Project Studio fabrication lab. A complete
laboratory with all technology and hardware an software
instrumentations for create, play and enjoy.

Project Studio trust on :

► If I like it, what I need ? Fabrication Laboratory e Innovazione

*Each trademark is registered by its owner

"Ogni nostra cognizione, principia dai sentimenti."

"Each of our knowledge, begin from feelings"

«Chacun de nos connaissances, commencent des sentiments"

Leonardo da Vinci (1452-1519)

PROJECTSTUDIO
the smart ideas lab

Via Roma, 146

18038 Sanremo ( ) -IM ITALY
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► Technology we really need

Each of us, in his everyday work, realizes that technology is not
always we need to improve our quality of life, indeed very often it
becomes the cause for anxiety and complication.

In fact today you can have different normally called "Home
automation control systems." They are neither simple nor cheap,
and very often do not apply to existing plants. Even more is
complicated and usually very expensive to manage such facilities
and events that they control remotely. So, often the event that
you want to control had a unsustainable cost and a system
complication for many.

Is for this reason that we thought to a whole new approach to the
control of the events around us. Each event you want to check,
whether the opening of a gate or a garage, ignition of lights,
irrigation control in the garden, the control of 'heating system from
now will become as simple as any natural gesture.

Quite simply Share Zero Space is a new dimension represented
by a new technology based on cloud and internet that allows
everyone to be able to have control over every desired event.

Thanks to an unique and simple field device, which must be
connected to the events to be monitored, without changes to
existing installations, you can for example check and
command; the opening of a gate or a garage, the lights, the
irrigation control in the garden, the ignition of a heating system
etc. This will make it possible to turn these events localized in
events that become controllable from our personal account in
Share Zero Space portal. As well as a key attached to a key
ring, each event becomes manageable simply by accessing
our world size keychain (the cloud), in a secure way
independently from specific app, using any device that can
access the Internet.

The opportunity offered by the Share Zero Space technology
does not stop to individual but thinks also social.

With the same simplicity, you could, if you wish, to share that
control with family members, if necessary with friends, and if
utility, for example with the gardener, allowing that he can,
through their mobile device (smartphone), his account and
password (with all the guarantees of security credentials), to
open the gate, thus avoiding to provide any key or remote control,
with the certainty that its action, will be known by the owner of the
event because it will be notified in real time when the action is in
progress by the cloud. Of course with the same easeness and at
any time this authorization may be revoked, without the burden of
necessity to return from shared user any key or access
devices(remote control device).

Then share the desired event control is extremely simple. Symply
the owner just decide what to share with a single click, then enter
the user's name or user to which you want to grant or delegate the
desired event control and everything is done. Instantly in their
keychain (Zone) they find themselves a copy of the key to handle
the event shared with them. No configuration, no installation of
app and nothing more to do. It’s also possible to send an email in
multiple languages, which informs our friend who is now possible
for him to manage the shared event.

Share Zero Space is also thought to the user community and for
installations for monitoring of public events, such as for example
access to car parks, in areas with restricted by authorized user
traffic, law enforcement, etc.

It 'also available a feature called easy access based on the QR
Code.

Finally, if you want you can have a personalized portal Share
Zero Space and private, that can easily be installed even in a
local customer-owned network, with reasonable costs.

If for example the event that you want to control was the opening
and closing of a passage now controlled locally by means of key
access, remote control, badge card, simply by coupling one
ShareZeroSpace device to the opening and closing command
will be immediately possible to handle such passage , remotely
from anywhere in the globe through the cloud.

So no hassle, no-cost infrastructure, but simply a Share Space
Zero basic and cheap device, a network connection to the
Internet and you're done.

Just recorded your device in the cloud portal it is ready to operate
from your account at yours orders and from any place on earth.

Each device is able to control and manage many events, and
each user can have an indefinite number of devices in his
account.

► What is Share Zero Space ► Share Zero Space is Social


